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Question Asked
If we already have an MSGP or DMGP, will we need to reapply with an
NOI or with the MSGP - reapply for an NEC?
Hello, for MS4, will this change make a difference since non-WOTUS
waters were already included in the currently issued permit, correct?
Thank you
Will this make a difference for the NEC permits?
What is a WOTUS please do not usem my name.
Is there a list available for all waters considered wotus? if we do not
discharge into a wqotus, do we still need an MSGP?
Is this meeeting being recorded? An how can we access it later?
Do you have a list of non wotus protected waters
Are the modification expected to expand the number of facilities that
would require coverage?
can you provide a link to the list of those protected waters?
Will the new state protected waters expand the MS4's jurisdiction to
include non urbanized unicorporated areas?
Why do we need an MS4 if we don't discharge to the WOTUS?
Radical Simplicity certainly includes the elimination of jargon like all the
acronyms. Please consider ways to get rid of those terrible terms. Plain
English always works best. Thanks!
Where on the website is the list?
When will the list of State Protected Waters be finalized? How frequently
will water bodies be added or removed from the list?
Will there be a change to the minimum distance from a WOTUS protected
waters
Does this apply to construction only or do wastesystems fall under this
If a facility is currently under a DMGP and a determination has been made
that there is no discharge to WOTUS, and the facility will not discharge to
a Protected Surface Water, can the facility simply let the existing DMGP
expire?
any thoughts on the 2020 census resutls and changing of urbanized areas
for Phase 2 ms4 permitees
This is to close the gap between last year's WOTUS re-definition and what
we had during the last era's WOTUS definition, correct?
Will drinking waters from ephemeral waters be included
What if the discharge is into an ephimeral wash?
what about discharges to an ephemeral (which may not be protected
)that the permittee determines has the potential to reach a protected
water?
What is the impacet of ADEQ's new program on federal surface water
litigation such as the Gila River adjudcation?
Do these permits only deal with discharges of surface water, or do they
cover physical impacts to protected waters? ie installing a paved road
through a perenial wash
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Can you describe the specific changes made to the specific sections of the
CGP and/or MSGP permits you plan to affect.
What is the impact to th large MS4 permits?
Are the 'protected surface waters list' have similarities to the flow
regimes list? If so, how are they related?
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If we have an MSGP, are we expected to submit an NOI by July 30th,
when a new/revised MSGP will be effective only a few months later?
Outfalls, industrial facilities
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If we have an ephemeral waterbody in our City that is no longer a
WOTUS, and is not proposed for State Protection but we believe it should
be, would we comment during the public comment period?
repeat that last question please?
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What is the impact to th large MS4 permits?
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What is the impact to the large MS4 permits?
Outfalls, industrial facilities, Illicite discharges etc?
can justin take the marbles out of his mouth before speaking?
Sorry, I meant to refernce the DMGP, not MSGP. I have too many
programs in my head right now. :)
Does Large MS4 permette will received a red line prior to the public
comments?
Is there a distance requirement from a protected waters that you can
discharge?
If a facility does not discharge to a WOTUS or protected surface water,
does ADEQ recommend that facility file a NOT?
At the ADEQ meeting called Surface Water Talks on May 6, 2021, ADEQ
was to produce a document will all the questions and answers. Has that
been prepared and distributed?
Is the intention that one CGP coverage will be used for work in tribal land
and Az state land? One NOI and one NOT?
Will ADEQ notify a community who is no longer covered/required to be
covered?
I apologize if you have already stated this, are you going provide the slides
from today's presentation?
Can we get a copy of the presentation?
can you repeat answer that summarizes specific changes please
is it possible to turn on the town boundaries on the protected waters
map?
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Can sections of a river, say the Agua Fria, be considered Wotus and other
sections of the same river be considered non Wotus based on it's flow
designation, ie. perennial versus ephemmeral?
Does the feds still have justiction or is it 100 percent AZ state
What is the distance?
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I received an email from ADEQ that the permit expired on May 31st. This
email says "To avoid a gap in your coverage ADEQ is providing a 60-day
period to re apply." This is for a DMGP. So I need to re apply for this
permit?
Juristiction
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Why are we having this meeting today to discuss changes when it would
have been better to have the meeting on the date of release and we
could look at the permits and and discuss the structural changes made.
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Can you clarify, if we need to renew our DMGP do we need a new NOI?
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Still unclear if I need to submit an NOI. Can this be explained again?
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If a construction project will disharge to WOTUS and not protected
surface waters, would the NOI be submitted to EPA or ADEQ (has
regualtory jurisdiction changed with WOTUS definition change)?
Will these new "protected" waters trigger a SWPPP review and fee if
we're within a quarter mile a la "Impaired waters"
What surface water quality standards will be applicable for state
protected surface waters?

Matt

(This is Perhaps better suited to the upcoming survey you previously
referenced) It would be really helpful for the attendees to see the other
audience questions. Some of us are comprehend better visually.
Additionally, in a matter of transparency, it would be good to see which
questions are not answered.
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If there is a MSGP mining permit in place and an open Consent Order
what is the effect if any on the deadlines in the Consent Order
With the new proposed protected waters list, will there be a ephemeral
exemption and/or do current exemptions carryover?
Question answered just now
Thank you, David. You answered my question.
no the new protected waters
We dichareg into an ephimeral wash that ultimately discharges to a
protected water on the adeq list--is this still considered wotus under the
new definition? Do we still need ther MSGP permit?
will the new protected waters be treated as impaired waters?
how are ephemeral water address in the new state program
Will an MSGP facility that discharges to a DRAFT state protected surface
water be expected to get permit coverage before the water body has
been confirmed to be a state protected water?
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I have Five Systems with a DeMinimus Area-Wide Permit. They are not in
the myADEQ System. It appears that they expired in 5/31/2021. So, now
I need to enter them into the myADEQ.com site to renew them?
I hopped on this call late. Is it going to be recorded or will there be
another webinar date that is offerd?
Can you give one example of a new state protected water
Thanks..my question was just addressed..
will you be reviewing BMPPs when the NOI is submitted?
for current NOIs
DMGP
Is there a specific list of modifications that can be reviewed?
The current MSGP allows mines and concrete plants to waive certain
sampling criteria if discharing to an ephemeral wash. Will the
modifications change this?
for the modified CGP, will a construction project owner/operator need to
submit the SWPPP to ADEQ for review if the project discharges to a new
"protected water"? will there be a distance trigger for proximity to the
new protected waters?
what is the schedule after July 30?
For active MSGP facilities that do not need to file for a new NOI, is there a
deadline to perform interal review and complete updates to the facility's
SWPPP in order to maintain compliance?
Will you be accepting comments that apply to all permits in one letter, or
will a separate comment letter be requried for each permit even if the
question applies to all permits?
You mention there is no distance requirement to get coverage but at the
same time say it depends on the possibility of impacting a protected
water, can this be more clear to help facilities make a decision?
So there is no need for a SWPPP or NOI for projects that do not discharge
directly to WOTUS but discharges to protected waters?
What happened to the 2.5 mile trigger?
If I'm going to re-apply (NOI) for the DMGP, do I list discharge locations to
protected surface waters that aren't in effect just yet? Or limit the NOI to
WOTUS for now?
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Are there any modifications to current MSGP monitoring requirements for
posting to MYDEQ for discharge from an aggregate mining site?
What is happening with Individual AZPDES permits - for example, if a
facility discharges to a canal system? Does the new surface water rule
impact these facilities?
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If a facility sits next to an effemeral water, that only runs in response to a
rain event, and if that water is added to the protected water list, will that
facility need to then draft a SWPPP and apply for the NOI?
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can you create a flow chart with various scenarios that folks can use to
understand NOI and SWPP requirements?
Great idea!
How about a summary of instances where companies who currently have
MSGPs would no longer be required to hold one?
Are there any changes anticipated based on ongoing PFAS conversation?
Sampling? etc?
How do we challenge a stream erroneously shown as perennial on
eMaps? There's a bone-dry stream near me shown as perennial.
Will the response to questions discussed today be available for review for
stakeholders who may not have been in attendence?
I'm assuming nothing happens to the permits when the WOTUS rule
changes back to Obama era?

